To complement the design and ease-of-use enhancements we’ve implemented over the past year, our latest enhancement release improves your ability to find the most relevant results.

Several new filtering options and capabilities enable you to quickly pin-point the information you seek. Also new this month are additional cloud delivery options, a new search form and other enhancements designed to make the Nexis® service your perfect research companion.

- Enhanced post-search filtering capabilities
- New ‘Market Insight’ search form
- Updated Biographies search form design
- Expanded cloud delivery services
- Upgraded language detecting technology

**Enhanced post-search filtering capabilities**

We’ve added new capabilities allowing you to quickly narrow results post-search in order to drill down to most relevant set of results faster.

1. Use expanded filtering options, including the ability to select multiple filters within the same domain (i.e.: narrow results to not just one publication, but multiple publications) and in different domains (i.e.: narrow results by publication and by language) for added precision.

2. Gain visibility into all filters applied so you never lose sight of your research path—and remove filters individually as needed, regardless of the order in which they were applied.

3. Include or exclude terms from your results with the new expanded ‘Search Within Results’ options
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Not a Nexis User?
Start turning your research into action!
Learn more at [lexisnexis.com/nexis](http://lexisnexis.com/nexis).
New ‘Market Insight’ search form

The Industry and Country search forms have been combined into a redesigned, one-stop-shop for market insight searching.

1. Search with custom date selection.
2. Quickly select combinations of countries and industries from check-box lists.
3. Easily choose sources and create custom source combinations.

Updated Biographies search form design

The custom date selection and quick source selection features you love about the Power Search form and News search forms are now available on the Biographical search form. Search for information on people of interest using advanced technology in a refreshed design.

Expanded cloud delivery services

There are now more ways to share! Choose your favorite of four cloud services to store and share results; Dropbox™, Google Drive™ and the newly-added Microsoft® OneDrive and BOX™.
Upgraded language detecting technology

New language detecting technology will use information from your browser to display the most suitable version of the Nexis interface. You can also easily change your language preferences in the top navigation at any stage in your research. Once you select an interface language, it will become the default for future sessions.

Sign In to Nexis Today
Start leveraging these great enhancements!
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